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A Letter From the Trenches

Dear Mother,

Do you Noun me having those postals sent from Noun Noun after I left? That same

fellow who did me that favor is driving an ambulance over here. Two nights ago, we passed an outfit on the

Noun which has about Noun fellows in it, but it was so dark I couldn't see any of them.

Noun Noun was one of them. Helen is certainly good in writing for I haven't had time to write

to her.

In every letter you send, put a blank envelope and a sheet of paper. It is very hard to Noun where I am

now. Shaved and washed in a half cup of water this morning and haven't had a bath in two weeks, but don't even

feel Noun so I guess everything is Noun . The only German's I see are prisoners and I

Noun the rest of them will be as soon as they get a chance to give Noun up. The American's

Noun a German bridge that took 14 years to build in seven shots the other day, and every time the

German's start to throw iron, the Americans throw twice as much back, so the Noun for them is just not

to



throw any. Well, Mother, I must stop for I have to go right to Noun so give my love to everybody and

save lots of it for Papa and yourself. Tell Papa to write me a Noun sometime, I miss those letters he used

to send to Dix.

Your loving son, Ralph

.
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